
Holland Blinds/Screen Blinds 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Avoid creating a strangulation hazard for children. 
 

 

Blind cords or chains must be installed so that a loop of 220mm or more  
cannot form at a height less than 1600mm above floor level. 

i) Any chain/cord hanging lower than 1600mm above floor level must be 
secured or tensioned to prevent a loop of 220mm or longer being 

formed. 

ii) If a cord guide is installed lower than 1600mm above floor level it must 
be designed to prevent a child from being able to remove the cord. 

iii) If a cleat is used to secure a chain/cord, it must be installed 1600mm 
above floor level as a child is capable of unwinding a cord from a cleat. 

 

 
 

To achieve the best results from your blinds, please follow these step by step installation instructions.   
Brackets can be either face fitted (on top of architraves) or recess fitted (fitted within window frame).     
 
  
 
1. Locate the hardware provided 
    Pair of brackets (or dual brackets) 
 Chain keeper  
 Chain stopper 
 Screws 
 Chain winder end*  
 Pin control end* 
           * already attached to custom made blinds  
 
 
 
 

           
2. Lay blind in front of window, push chain   
 Winder/pin control ends into the tube. 
 Using a metal tape measure, determine  
 where each bracket will be placed 
 (either on the face or within recess). 
 Make pencil marks to indicate screw 
 positions ensuring they are level.           
 
 
 
 
 
3.         Pre-drilling for screw holes in timber is  
 recommended to avoid splitting. 
    Screw brackets into place with electric 
 drill driving them in as straight as possible. 



 
4. Push chain end of blind into slotted bracket 
 making sure hood over chain winder is on 
 the top. Slide pin end of blind into  
 channeled bracket. 
 Pin will retract and then click into place 
 securely. (To remove blinds from brackets, 
 rotate cog at pin end and pin will retract.) 
 
 
 

5. Check chain length, clip into chain keeper 
and screw to architrave (or into recess).  
This needs to be fixed at a height which  
allows chain to run through freely but is not  
slack enough to allow the chain to be pulled  
out of the keeper.    
 
The chain keeper is an essential child        
 safety device designed to prevent 
 entanglement, injury or death and must 
by law be fitted to all looped chains 
unless the chain finishes at least 1600mm 
from the floor. 

 
 

6. Lower blind down fully to sill or just above 
Floor and press chain stopper onto the front 
of the chain close to the chain winder. (Or rear 
of chain if fabric is over rolled.) The chain  
stopper will prevent the blind from being lowered 
too far and reverse rolling or coming adrift from 
the tube.(See care and Operating instructions) 
 

 

 
7. Gently lift and lower blind to check it is rolling      

  straight and is not rubbing against the brackets. 
Please refer to the Care and Operating  
Instructions should your blind require minor  
adjustments. 

 
 
 
8. Should you have any queries about installation 

Please call Jaleigh Blinds & Curtains on  
1800 255 254 (1800 ALLBLINDS) 
 
Please note : A back to store warranty applies 
to all self installed products. 

 
 
 
 
 

 


